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A/an _____________ is a class written in Apex that adds to or overrides behavior in a
standard or custom controller.
 
 
A. Custom component 
B. Controller extension 
C. Apex extension 
D. Extended Controller 
E. Component extension 
F. None of these 
 

Answer: D

 

 

How can the default profile under which Webservices execute be changed? (No Answer)
 
 
A. with sharing keyword 
B. Webservice 
C. SOQL statements 
D. constructor 
 

Answer: A

 

 

A set of content that is grouped together, rendered with an HTML <span> tag, <div> tag, or
neither. Use an <apex:outputPanel> to group components together for AJAX refreshes.
 
 
A. apex:outputPanel 
B. apex:includeScript 
C. apex:chartTips 
D. apex:lineSeries 
 

Answer: A
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A read-only display of a label and value for a field on a Salesforce object. An
<apex:outputField> component respects the attributes of the associated field, including
how it should be displayed to the user. For example, if the specified <apex:outputField>
component is a currency field, the appropriate currency symbol is displayed. Likewise, if
the <apex:outputField> component is a lookup field or URL, the value of the field is
displayed as a link.
 
Note that if custom help is defined for the field in Setup, the field must be a child of an
<apex:pageBlock> or <apex:pageBlockSectionItem>, and the Salesforce page header
must be displayed for the custom help to appear on your Visualforce page. To override the
display of custom help, use the <apex:outputField> in the body of an
<apex:pageBlockSectionItem>.
 
The Rich Text Area data type can only be used with this component on pages running
Salesforce.com API versions greater than 18.0.
 
 
A. apex:actionRegion 
B. apex:actionSupport 
C. apex:outputField 
D. apex:pageBlock 
 

Answer: C

 

 

By referring to a page in this way, the platform recognizes that this controller or controller
extension is dependent on the existence of the specified page and will prevent the page
from being deleted while the controller or extension exists.
 
 
A. True 
B. False 
 

Answer: B

 

 

The System.runAs() functionality can be used to test and verify proper data sharing and
data access. However, System.runAs() does NOT validate CRUD or Field Level Security
permissions.
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A. True 
B. False 
 

Answer: B

 

 

An ordered or unordered list of values that is defined by iterating over a set of data. The
body of the <apex:dataList> component specifies how a single item should appear in the
list. The data set can include up to 1,000 items.
 
 
A. apex:inputText 
B. apex:dataList 
C. apex:lineSeries 
D. apex:inputCheckbox 
 

Answer: B

 

 

A section of a Visualforce page that allows users to enter input and then submit it with an
<apex:commandButton> or <apex:commandLink>. The body of the form determines the
data that is displayed and the way it is processed. It's a best practice to verify that pages
and custom components use at most one <apex:form> tag.
 
As of API version 18.0, this tag can't be a child component of <apex:repeat>.
 
 
A. apex:form 
B. apex:chart 
C. apex:actionRegion 
D. apex:insert 
 

Answer: A

 

 

What can cross-object formulas reference?
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A. Both parent and child object records 
B. Parent object records only 
C. Child object records only 
D. Other records of the same object 
 

Answer: B

 

 

What types of sharing are available to developers to share records?
 
 
A. Failure response settings 
B. Manual sharing, apex sharing 
C. Dates, Ids, Numbers 
D. Apex, Visualforce, and APIs 
 

Answer: B
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